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UR Courses - Workshop 
 

The Workshop module allows for collection, review and peer assessment of students’ work. Students 
submit a digital piece of work and then are assessed using a multi-criteria assessment form defined by 
the teacher. Students may be required to assess peers works using forms submitted by the teacher. 
Participants get a mark for their own work as well as their peer assessment. 
 

A. Creating a Workshop 
 

To create a Workshop: 
1. Open the course and Turn editing on. 
2. Click Add an activity or resource in the desired section and select the Workshop activity 

from the menu. 
3. Enter a Name for the workshop and a brief description. 
4. Put a check mark on description to be on the course page if desired. 
5. Under the Grading settings decide how the grades are assigned. Optionally set the Grading 

strategy and split the marks for the submission vs. assessment. 
6. Under Submission settings enter instructions for submitting files and change any of the 

settings about file submission. 
7. Select Save and return to course. 
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B. Setup phase 
 

To compete the setup phase: 
1. Click on the workshop. 
2. Under the Setup phase, click any of the links that do not have a green checkmark and the 

corresponding page will open where additional information is required. Any green 
checkmarks mean that the information is already filled in. 

3. Click Edit assessment form to complete it. 
4. Enter how submissions are graded. Marks are broken into Aspects similar to a rubric. Add a 

description and how each aspect will be marked.  
5. Multiple aspects can be graded and more aspects can be added by clicking Blanks for 2 

more aspects near the bottom. 
6. Once complete, click Save and close. 
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C. Submission phase 
 

To compete the setup phase: 
1. Click on the workshop activity. 

2. Once ready, click the light bulb  next to Submission phase to begin the phase and allow 
students to submit files. 

3. Under Submission phase click Provide instructions for submissions. 
4. In Assessment settings enter the information for the key points of the task. 
5. Click Save and display once complete. 
6. Click Allocate submission under the Submission phase. 
7. Allocate which students will review which of their peers. There are 3 ways to allocate the 

review process: 
i. Manual – Under Add reviewer chose who will review that submission. Under Add 

reviewee chose whose submission that participant will review.  
ii. Random – Choose how many reviews per submission or per reviewer and UR 

Courses will randomly assign everyone the specified number of submissions to 
review.  

iii. Scheduled – To setup scheduled allocations, a submission deadline must first be 
entered. This can be specified in workshop settings. The settings for scheduled 
allocations are the same as random. At the specified deadline, the submissions will 
be randomly and automatically allocated. 
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D. Assessment phase 
 

To compete the setup phase: 
1. Click on the workshop activity. 

2. Click the light bulb  next to Assessment phase to begin the assessment phase. This will 
allow participants to access the submissions allocated to them. As participants complete the 
peer assessment process, any assigned grades or feedback will be visible. 

3. To view an assessment, click the title of the submission. The assigned grade and feedback 
will be shown.  

4. To override the grade or feedback click on whichever item and enter the new grade or 
feedback. If the grade is not overridden the grade will automatically be determined based 
on a comparison. This can also be overridden in the Grading evaluation phase. 

 

 
 

Overriding mark for feedback: 
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E. Grading phase 
 

To compete the setup phase: 
1. Click on the workshop within your course. 

2. Click the light bulb  next to the Grading evaluation phase to switch to the grading phase 
which will show the peer assessment grades and allow for the assessment of the peer 
reviews. 

3. Under Grading evaluation setting choose how strict the system will grade the reviewers. 
The system picks which review it thinks is the ‘best’ one and will assign it 100%. Then the 
system gives grades to the remaining assignments based on their similarity to the ‘best’ one.  
This can be overridden (see section D) by clicking the grade given. 

4. Provide a conclusion for the workshop by clicking the Provide a conclusion of the activity. 
Scroll down to feedback and fill in the Conclusion portion. 

5. Once completed, click the light bulb  next to Closed to close the workshop and publish all 
the marks. 
 

 
 


